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1.1 Introdu tion

Stru tured peer-to-peer (p2p) overlay networks like CAN, Chord, Pastry
and Tapestry [1.14, 1.20, 1.17, 1.22℄ provide a self-organizing substrate for
large-s ale p2p appli ations. They an implement a s alable, fault-tolerant
distributed hash table (DHT), in whi h any item an be lo ated within a
small number of routing hops using a small per-node routing table. These
systems have been used in a variety of distributed appli ations, in luding
distributed stores [1.7, 1.18, 1.10, 1.6℄, event noti ation, and ontent distribution [1.23, 1.5, 1.9, 1.4℄.
It is riti al for overlay routing to be aware of the network topology.
Otherwise, ea h routing hop takes a message to a node with a random lo ation
in the Internet, whi h results in high lookup delays and unne essary wide-area
network traÆ . While there are algorithmi similarities among ea h of these
systems, an important distin tion lies in the approa h they take to topologyaware routing. We present a brief omparison of the di erent approa hes that
have been proposed [1.16℄, and give an outlook on future resear h dire tions.
1.2 State of the art

In this se tion, we outline the state of the art in topology-aware routing for
stru tured p2p overlays. We begin with a brief des ription of four proto ols:
Pastry, Tapestry, CAN and Chord. In all proto ols, nodes and obje ts are
assigned random identi ers ( alled nodeIds and keys, respe tively) from a
large, sparse id spa e. A route primitive forwards a message to the live node
that is losest in the id spa e to the message's key.
In Pastry, keys and nodeIds are 128 bits in length and an be thought of
as a sequen e of digits in base 16. A node's routing table has about log16 N
rows and 16 olumns (N is the number of nodes in the overlay). The entries
in row n of the routing table refer to nodes whose nodeIds share the rst n
digits with the present node's nodeId. The (n + 1)th nodeId digit of a node
in olumn m of row n equals m. The olumn in row n orresponding to the
value of the (n + 1)th digit of the lo al node's nodeId remains empty. At
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ea h routing step in Pastry, a node normally forwards the message to a node
whose nodeId shares with the key a pre x that is at least one digit longer
than the pre x that the key shares with the present node's id. If no su h node
is known, the message is forwarded to a node whose nodeId shares a pre x
with the key as long as the urrent node but is numeri ally loser to the key
than the present node's id. Ea h Pastry node maintains a set of neighboring
nodes in the nodeId spa e (leaf set), both to lo ate the destination in the
nal routing hop, and to store repli as of data items for fault toleran e. The
expe ted number of routing hops is less than log16 N .
Tapestry is very similar to Pastry but di ers in its approa h to mapping
keys to nodes in the sparsely populated id spa e, and in how it manages
repli ation. In Tapestry, there is no leaf set and neighboring nodes in the
namespa e are not aware of ea h other. When a node's routing table does
not have an entry for a node that mat hes a key's nth digit, the message is
forwarded to the node in the routing table with the next higher value in the
nth digit modulo 2b. This pro edure, alled surrogate routing, maps keys to a
unique live node if the node routing tables are onsistent. For fault toleran e,
Tapestry inserts repli as of data items using di erent keys. The expe ted
number of routing hops is log16 N .
Chord uses a ir ular 160 bit id spa e. Unlike Pastry, Chord forwards
messages only lo kwise in the ir ular id spa e. Instead of the pre x-based
routing table in Pastry, Chord nodes maintain a nger table, onsisting of
nodeIds and IP addresses of up to 160 other live nodes. The ith entry in the
nger table of the node with nodeId n refers to the live node with the smallest
nodeId lo kwise from n + 2i 1 . The rst entry points to n's su essor, and
subsequent entries refer to nodes at repeatedly doubling distan es from n.
Ea h node also maintains pointers to its prede essor and to its k su essors
in the id spa e (the su essor list). Similar to Pastry's leaf set, this su essor
list is used to repli ate obje ts for fault toleran e. The expe ted number of
routing hops in Chord is 21 log2 N .
CAN routes messages in a d-dimensional spa e, where ea h node maintains a routing table with O(d) entries and any node an be rea hed in
O(dN 1=d ) routing hops. The entries in a node's routing table refer to its
neighbors in the d-dimensional spa e. Unlike Pastry, Tapestry and Chord,
CAN's routing table does not grow with the network size but the number of
routing hops grows faster than logN in this ase, namely O(dN 1=d ).
Next, we des ribe and ompare the three approa hes to topology-aware
routing in stru tured overlay networks that have been proposed: proximity routing, topology-based nodeId assignment, and proximity neighbor sele tion [1.16℄.
Proximity routing: With proximity routing, the overlay is onstru ted
without regard for the physi al network topology. But when routing a message, there are potentially several nodes in the routing table loser to the
message's key in the id spa e. The idea is to sele t, among this set of pos-
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sible next hops, the one that is losest in the physi al network or one that
represents a good ompromise between progress in the id spa e and proximity. With k alternative hops in ea h step, the approa h an redu e the
expe ted delay in ea h hop from the average delay between two nodes to
the average delay to the nearest among k nodes with random lo ations in the
network. The bene ts are proportional to the value of k . In reasing k requires
a larger routing table with orrespondingly higher overheads for maintaining
the overlay. Moreover, hoosing the lowest delay hop greedily may lead to an
in rease in the total number of hops taken. While proximity routing an yield
signi ant improvements over a system with no topology-aware routing, its
ost/bene t ratio falls short of the other two approa hes. The te hnique has
been used in CAN and Chord [1.14, 1.7℄.
Topology-based nodeId assignment: Topology-based nodeId assignment attempts to map the overlay's logi al id spa e onto the physi al network
su h that neighboring nodes in the id spa e are lose in the physi al network.
A version of this te hnique was implemented in CAN [1.14, 1.15℄. It a hieves
a delay stret h (i.e., relative delay to IP) of two or less. However, the approa h has several drawba ks. First, it destroys the uniform population of
the id spa e, whi h auses load balan ing problems in the overlay. Se ond,
the approa h does not work well in overlays that use a one-dimensional id
spa e (Chord, Tapestry, Pastry) be ause the mapping is overly onstrained.
Lastly, neighboring nodes in the id spa e are more likely to su er orrelated
failures, whi h an have impli ations for robustness and se urity in proto ols
like Chord and Pastry that repli ate obje ts on neighbors in the id spa e.
Proximity neighbour sele tion: Like the previous te hnique, proximity neighbor sele tion onstru ts a topology-aware overlay. But instead of
biasing the nodeId assignment, the idea is to hoose routing table entries to
refer to the topologi ally losest node among all nodes with nodeId in the
desired portion of the id spa e. The su ess of this te hnique depends on
the degree of freedom an overlay proto ol has in hoosing routing table entries without a e ting the expe ted number of routing hops. In pre x-based
proto ols like Tapestry and Pastry, the upper levels of the routing table allow great freedom in this hoi e, with lower levels having exponentially less
hoi e. As a result, the expe ted delay of the rst hop is very low and it
in reases exponentially with ea h hop. Therefore, the delay of the nal hop
dominates. This leads to low delay stret h, good load balan ing, and lo al
route onvergen e [1.3℄. A limitation of this te hnique is that it does not work
for overlay proto ols like CAN and Chord, whi h require that routing table
entries refer to spe i points in the id spa e.
Dis ussion: Proximity routing is the most light-weight te hnique be ause
it does not onstru t a topology-aware overlay. But, its performan e is limited
be ause it redu es the expe ted per-hop delay to the expe ted delay to the
nearest among a (usually small) number k of nodes with random lo ations
in the network. In reasing k also in reases the overhead of maintaining the
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overlay. With topology-aware nodeId assignment, the expe ted per-hop delay
an be as low as the average delay among neighboring overlay nodes in the
network. However, the te hnique introdu es load imbalan e and requires a
high-dimensional id spa e to be e e tive.
Proximity-neighbor sele tion an be viewed as a ompromise that preserves the load balan e and robustness a orded by a random nodeId assignment but still a hieves a small onstant delay stret h. In a full-length
version of this paper [1.3℄, we show that: proximity neighbor sele tion an be
implemented in Pastry and Tapestry with low overhead; it a hieves omparable delay stret h to topology-based nodeId assignment without sa ri ing
load balan ing or robustness; and it has additional route onvergen e properties that fa ilitate eÆ ient a hing and group ommuni ation in the overlay.
Moreover, we on rm these results via simulations on two large-s ale Internet
topology models, and via measurements in a small Internet testbed.
Experien e shows that topology-aware routing is riti al for appli ation
performan e. Without it, ea h routing hop in urs wide-area network traÆ
and has an average delay equal to the average delay between nodes in the
Internet.
1.3 Future resear h dire tions

Large-s ale simulations using Internet topology models and small-s ale Internet testbed experiments show the e e tiveness of topology-aware routing
in p2p overlays. However, given the omplexity of the Internet, larger-s ale
experiments on the live Internet are ne essary to on rm these results and
re ne the algorithms. In the near term, we expe t the PlanetLab e ort [1.1℄
to provide a medium-s ale testbed for this purpose. Longer term, it will be
ne essary to deploy an appli ation that is able to attra t a very large user
ommunity. It is urrently an open question whether proximity neighbor sele tion an be applied to CAN and Chord, or if equally e e tive te hniques
exist that work in CAN and Chord.
Topology-aware routing is urrently able to a hieve an average delay
stret h of 1.4 to 2.2, depending on the Internet topology model. A question
is whether this gure an be improved further in a ost-e e tive manner.
One possible approa h is to dire tly exploit Internet topology information
from IP or BGP routing tables, or via limited manual on guration. The
Bro ade e ort [1.21℄ adds hierar hy to Tapestry, where manually on gured
supernodes route messages among intra-AS Tapestry overlays. However, the
performan e results are not signi antly better than those reported with a
at Pastry overlay [1.3℄, and supernodes make self-organization, load balan e,
and se urity more diÆ ult.
Beyond topology-aware routing, many signi ant resear h hallenges remain in the area of p2p overlays. In many environments, p2p overlays and
the appli ations built upon them must be tolerant of parti ipating nodes
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that a t mali iously. Initial work has been done in se uring the routing and
lookup fun tions [1.19, 1.12, 1.2℄, and se uring appli ation data and servi es [1.10, 1.13℄. However, more e e tive defenses are needed against the
Sybil atta k [1.8℄, where an atta ker joins the overlay under many di erent
identities in order to ontrol a fra tion of the overlay suÆ iently large to
ompromise se urity. Moreover, e e tive solutions must be found to ensure
that parti ipating nodes ontribute resour es proportional to the bene t they
derive from the system.
It is also an open question whether stru tured p2p overlays are suitable
in a highly dynami environment where the set of parti ipating nodes or
the underlying physi al network topology hanges very rapidly. In these environment, unstru tured p2p overlays that rely on random sear h to lo ate
obje ts may have an advantage [1.11℄. One ould envision hybrid overlays,
where short-term or mobile parti ipants join an unstru tured overlay that is
onne ted to a stru tured overlay onsisting of more stable, well- onne ted
parti ipants.
Finally, p2p overlays have been shown to support useful appli ations like
large-s ale network storage, event noti ation, and ontent distribution. The
hope is that they will ultimately prove to enable a larger lass of novel, yet
to be dis overed appli ations.
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